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1.

WAS IST EIN MECHANISMUS?

• Backgrounds of the study of 
mechanisms

• What ‘are’ mechanisms

• Examples of mechanisms

• Types of mechanisms

• CMO & lookalikes



SOME BACKGROUNDS

• 17 th century realist philosophy

• Scorbutic

• Robert K Merton 30s’

• Jon Elster Nuts & Bolts, aka Cogs & Wheels

• Mario Bunge

• James Coleman 

• Mayntz & others

• Pawson & Tilley …. (and friends)

• ANALYTICAL SOCIOLOGY… 



EVALUATORS & MECHANISMS: 
NOT A LONELY WORLD ….

Others



DEFINITON(S) AND EXAMPLES

 Mechanisms are drivers/ 

engines, aka “cogs and 

wheels”that can be 

triggered by policy 

interventions and may help 

realize the policy goals. 

 Mechanisms are behind many 

societal and legal 

arrangements, like 

policies, contracts, 

treaties etc

Examples: 

satisficing; bounded will power, 
reinforcement, social norms and 
social capital; the shadow of the 
future, crowding out, 

a bunch of cognitive and socio-
neurosciences mechanisms like the  
fundamental attribution error; 

fight or flight, the slippery 
slope;

blame avoidance; performance 
feedback; the ‘bandwagon 
effect’etc



CMO / IMO ………………………..



DISCUSSION STATEMENTS ON RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN CONTEXTS & MECHANISMS

• position 1: Contexts are more important than M’s 

• position 2: Some contexts are more important than (some) 
others 

• position 3: demi-regularities & path dependencies tell us that
contexts are not that important. Contexts, despite the claims of 
being different (all the time) usually are not. 

• Position 4: the only thing that counts are bio-social-psycho
generative mechanisms; “der Rest spielt kaum eine Rolle“.



TYPES OF MECHANISMS

Coleman’s
Boat

Model 



TYPES OF MECHANISMS

Situational
mechanisms

Action-formation mechanisms

Transformational mechanisms
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EXAMPLES OF SITUATIONAL MECHANISMS:

The  definition-of-the-situation (‘if men define situations
as real they are real in their consequenes’);

the opportunity structure[s] a situation is characterized by
( such as a vacancy chain, the openness of communities
for burglars or the Easterlin mechanism [ regarding
the size of birth cohorts) 

The ‘given’ level of education in communities
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EXAMPLES OF ACTION-FORMATION MECHANISMS:

•Cognitive dissonance

•social capital, 

•Self-fulfilling prophecy;

•Relative deprivation

•Income preference drift

•Fight or flight

•Bounded will power ( to know that acting X is ‘dangerous’ 

but nevertheless do it)

•different types of learning behaviour 

(like vicarious learning)

•Crowding out  

•Prisoner dilemma (tit for that) 
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EXAMPLES OF TRANSFORMATIONAL 
MECHANISMS:

• Markets ( to ‘transfer’ individual options to
larger entities)

• tipping points/ cascading/ slippery slope 

• social network effects 

• veto power 



Applying Coleman’s boat model: 

Naming & shaming policy of the policy to prevent
reoffending crimes 



NAMING AND SHAMING AND MEGAN’S LAW







2. 

WIE WERDEN MECHANISMEN AKTUELL IN 

EVALUATIONEN VERSTANDEN UND 

METHODISCH UMGESETZT?



DATA SOURCES
 Content analysis 15 years of “Evaluation”with Jack Tomlin

 Review work for major evaluation journals

 Reviewing & commissioning hundreds of studies/ evaluations for applied and Nsf research proposals 
and publications;

 membership of the EU Evaluation Review Group and EU Help Desk regarding theory-based evaluations 

 Trainer with the IPDET World Bank academy and the Netherlands school of Public Administration on 
theories & mechanisms 

 Doing evaluations and teaching & training 

 my 35 years of experience” .. bla bla

 a recent 4 day stay with Ray Pawson [ joking] in Leeds, talking about this topic (and a number of 
other things), listening to his exaugural address and reviewing Doing Realist Research, Sage, in 
preparation…

 And a bit more…. 



DIE (SEHR)  „UNVOLLENDETE“ ANSATZ

• evaluations that refer to M’s, use this concept/ or 
similar words, present some M’s 

• even put them in a figure with sometimes boxes and 
arrows,

• but when doing so, one is

• forgetting important aspects/ dimensions of M’s; 

• Or one deliberately does not discuss them

• or…….







BL is a type of small business support activities that many 
(European) governments have implemented. It can be seen as a 
type of brokerage. 

BL activities are believed to increase economic productivity and 
job growth. 

The small business service aims to build the capability for small 
business growth and the advice and support provided by 
Business Links are intended to improve the management skills 
and thereby improve business performance and 
entrepreneurship.





INTERESTING…BUT: WHAT HAS BEEN FORGOTTEN? 

• improve business 
performance and 
entrepreneurship

Economic growth





Figure 1: Main objectives of the Programme for Active European Citizenship 

Source: Council decision 2004/100/EC 

The Community Action Programme had a budget of EUR 72 million over the three years of 

its existence. It supported a wide range of activities in the field of active citizenship through 

two types of grants:  

 Operating grants to co-finance permanent work with an aim of general European 

interest in the field of active citizenship 

 Grants to co-finance specific actions.  

In total, the Community Action Programme 2004-2006 funded over 30 organisations, as 

well as more than 250 projects by NGOs, associations and federations, and trade unions. 

Over 2,800 town twinning projects received funding from the programme.  



HOW?



DIE  “FAKE HANDBAGS”- ANSATZ
• In texts it is suggested that interventions, programs, policies , 

measures etc “are” mechanisms ( eg by calling them ‘activities’ 
for example);

• The tautology tric is used: by starting with boxes labeled as 
‘interventions’, and by adding lines and arrows to óther boxes in 
another colour or  format, make the impression / label these 
other boxes that are located further in the assumed (?) causal
chain, as “mechanisms”.  For a lazy reader, a busy policy maker, a 
not focused on informative content and validity politician, the 
figure looks like that it serious business to talk about (behavioral/ 
institutional) M’s 

• This ‘approach’  is also followed, because often or  sometimes, users of 
TBE are not very well versed into what M’s are, or they don’t give a ….., 
but there is one condition: the diagram  has to look good, complicated
and all that and in line with UF-evaluations…

 A recent Experience: 
“Frans, could you please
polish up the program 
theory and the M’s, because
that is what my boss in XX 
wants?”



Put a little different: 

Fake Handbags often arise because it is difficult to ‘see’ the intervention when focusing on context, 

mechanism and outcome configurations. …

Above all, remember that boxes and arrows are not causal explanations. 

Look beneath the visible machinery of program operations. 

What is it about an intervention that makes it work? By what means are changes in participant’s internal 

cognitive and affective states triggered? 

Mechanisms are real but elusive, and are usually not directly observable. 

Remember that ‘it is not the lofty sails but the unseen wind that moves the ship’ (Bierstedt, 1960, p.9).

Bierstedt R (1960) Sociology and humane learning. American 

Sociological Review 25(1): 3-9.







DIE  REALIST (EVALUATION) ANSATZ
• M are M’s when the black box of policies, activities, programs etc

has been opened and also unspoken mechanisms have been 
articulated

• Articulate C M O’s in a serious way, that is by following
methodological rules/ approaches like:

• The policy scientific approach

• Elicitation

• General Elimination approach

• Strategic assumption surfacing and challenging and others

• Notice is taken of the informative content of assumptions/ theories
about M’s

• Notice is taken of possibility of the layering of mechanisms

• Notice is taken of the difference between evidence based medicine
and evidence based policy ( Pawson, in progress, 2020)



CRUCIAL IS UNPACKING THE POLICY BLACK 
BOXES BY SEARCHING FOR MECHANISMS 



Pawson (2013) The Science of 

Evaluation, Sage.



Numerous examples ranging from naming and 

shaming policies, incentives, social cohesion

programs, mentoring, health interventions, 

anticorruption policies and many more have 

been reported in the (academic) literature. 



VICTORE 

Pawson (2013) The Science of Evaluation, Sage.



Layering mechanisms & theory ladders: 

the case of early intervention programs where
evaluations have found that these programs work

(a little bit) for families at medium levels of 
disadvantage but not for the most disadvantaged

families, including even generating negative
impacts on children cognitive and social-emotional

development. 

How to tackle this problem and what about
mechanisms?







DER MECHANISM EXPERIMENT (APPROACH)

• Consider a causal chain running from a policy P through a 

mechanism (or mediator) M to a desired outcome Y. 

• A standard policy experiment would test whether P changes Y. 

• The mechanism experiment instead focuses on whether M 

changes Y.



BROKEN WINDOWS M – EXPERIMENT 

• Standard Policy Experiment would be an 
experiment in which police pays more 
attention to enforcing minor crimes like 
vandalism, since these minor crimes otherwise 
can signal no one cares and leads to more 
serious criminal behavior. 

• Such an evaluation might randomly select 
high-crime areas in a number of cities to 
receive this form of policing, and then measure 
impacts on serious criminal behavior.

• M exp: to do an experiment in which 
you buy a fleet of used cars, break the 
windows in half of them, and then 
place them in a randomly selected 
subset of neighborhoods and then 
measure directly whether more 
serious crimes increase in response to 
broken windows.

B W theory is 
very important

The theory states that maintaining and monitoring urban environments to prevent small crimes such as vandalism, 

public drinking, and toll-jumping helps to create an atmosphere of order and lawfulness, thereby preventing more 

serious crimes from happening.

J.Ludwig et al (2011, Jnl of  Ec Perspectives), MECHANISM EXPERIMENTS AND POLICY EVALUATIONS.



III. WELCHE FUNKTIONEN HABEN KAUSALE MECHANISMEN IN 
EVALUIERUNGEN?
To develop a good sense of the issues

To formulate questions

When using Repositories, serious evidence to test a program theory is available

Preventing lock-ism, box-ism and trading log(ical) frameworks;

To understand / explain the data

To distinguish ideology from behavioral assumptions

To create the opportunity to find out if the basic ingredients of a policy work without 

testing the complete policy (i.e. in stead do M- experiments)

To make recommendations

The program theory can be improved by linking to explanatory theories from the 

sciences, incl social neurosciences, behavioral economics etc. 

For better reporting



TBE is a partner when doing CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS!

TBE is a partner to help  understand what makes a policy work

Or to help understand if it did not work ( ‘wrong implementation
theory’ for example)

TBE is, in a simpler format, an engine driving democratic decision
making, because assumptions of policy makers & politicians can be
‘known’  and discussed… 

To link existing research evidence on generative M’s (within 
repositories, e-libraries a la ‘compound libraries’) with issues/ questions 
of the more specific situation/ nature at hand, including doing ex ante 
evaluations



EX ANTE TESTING THE POSSIBLE IMPACT 
OF A NEW “POLICY” TO PREVENT COCAINE 
SWALLOWING AND TRAFFICKING USING A 
COMPOUND  



CHALLENGES FOR TDE
• PREVENT DOING SLOPPY TBE´S: TILLEY’S CASE OF 

PRODUCING ERROR COSTS

• ‘POLISHING UP’  A POLICY THEORY THAT DOES 
NOT EXIST 

• PREVENT DESIGNED BLINDNESS

• IS IT ALWAYS A SLOPPY EVALUATION WHEN NO 
PROGRAM THEORY /TOC HAS BEEN FOUND/ 
TESTED? 

• THE Complex Adaptative System – PROBLEM or: how important is 
Methodological Individualism…



AND: 



UN GLOBAL PULSE 



• Frans.leeuw@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Or

• F.leeuw@minvenj.nl

THANKS

mailto:Frans.leeuw@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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